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arjuna definition of arjuna by the free dictionary - arjuna hindu mythology the warrior prince in the bhagavad gita to
whom krishna explains the nature of being and of god and how humans can come to know god, who is arjuna definition
from yogapedia - arjuna is one of the five brothers who are heroes in the hindu epic the mahabharata his story illustrates
devotion to lord krishna and their relationship symbolizes the inseparability of universe and soul the name arjuna comes
from the sanskrit meaning bright silver or shining, name arjuna meaning origin etc the name meaning - arjuna name
meaning the meaning of arjuna is white keep in mind that many names may have different meanings in other countries and
languages so be careful that the name that you choose doesn t mean something bad or unpleasant search comprehensively
and find the name meaning of arjuna and its name origin or of any other name in our database, arjuna definition of arjuna
at dictionary com - arjuna definition the chief hero of the bhagavad gita befriended by krishna who appears as his
charioteer and advises him on duty and the immortality of the soul see more, what does the name arjuna mean the
meaning of names - fun facts about the name arjuna how many people with the first name arjuna have been born in the
united states from 1880 to 2016 the social security administration has recorded 249 babies born with the first name arjuna in
the united states that s more than enough people named arjuna to occupy the territory of pitcairn islands
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